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If G is a graph on p vertices with connectivity. or edge-connectivity. or minimum 
valency. at least k. we ask how many edges one can delete from G without reducing 
the appropriate quantity below k - 1. When p and A- are large, our answers are 
about fp, ?,p, and sp. respectively: we conjecture that the correct (best possible) 
answer is about fp in each case. 
1, CONNECTIVITY 
We ask how many edges one can delete from a graph without reducing its 
connectivity, or edge-connectivity, or minimum valency, by more than 1. 
Related problems have been considered by others, notably Mader ]7] and 
Maurer and Slater 19. IO]. 
We include the following very straightforward result on deleting vertices, 
although we shall thereafter be concerned with deleting edges, not vertices. 
(This result is included for purely historical reasons, as it was the motivation 
for the whole of this paper.) 
* This paper was written while two of us (B.B. and D.R.W.) were visiting the Department 
of Mathematics and Statistics at the University of Calgary, and the third (D.L.G.) was 
visiting the Department of Mathematics at the University of Maryland. 
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THEOREM 0. Every 3-connected graph (on at leastflue vertices) contains 
two adjacent vertices whose deletion leaves a 2-connected graph. 
Proof. It follows from Tutte’s well-known characterization of 3- 
connected graphs [ 12) that every 3-connected graph (on at least five 
vertices) contains an edge whose contraction leaves a 3-connected graph. 
Deleting the two end vertices of such an edge will clearly leave a 2-connected 
graph. a 
COROLLARY 0.1. If G is a k-connected graph on p vertices, where k > 3 
and p > k + 2, then G contains a set V of k - 1 vertices such that G\V is 2- 
contiected. I 
A graph G is minimal with a certain property if G has the property but, 
for each edge e of G, G\e does not have the property. [xJ and 1x1 denote 
respectively the greatest integer not exceeding x and the least integer not less 
than x; square and curly brackets have no such significance. 
Our main theorem about the connectivity is a simple corollary of the 
following result of Mader [5, Korollar 2 and Satz 2 1. 
LEMMA 1.1. If G is a minimal k-connected graph on p vertices, then G 
has at least 
max[k+l,[&p]+l) 
vertices of valency k. 
THEOREM 1. If G is a k-connected graph on p vertices, and m is an 
integer such that 
m<tmax (k+I.[$$p]+2). 
fhen G contains a set E of m edges such that Gw is (k - 1 )-connected. 
Proqf Let 
f(k,p):=max (k. [-&&$p] + 1). 
(1) 
and note that, since m is an integer, (1) just says that 2(m - 1) <f(k,p). 
Now, G is k-connected; a fortiori, it is (k - l)-connected. Since all its 
vertices have valency at least k, and (by Lemma 1.1) a minimal (k - I)- 
connected graph has at least f(k,p) vertices of valency k - 1, G is not 
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minimal (k - 1 )-connected. Thus G\{e, } is (k - 1)-connected, for some edge 
e, of G; and G\{e, 1 has at most two vertices of valency k - 1. If 2 <f(k,p), 
then, by Lemma 1.1 again, G\{e,} is not minimal (k - 1)-connected. Thus 
G\(e,,e,i is (k- I)-connected, for some edge e, of G\{e,j; and G\(e,,e,} 
has at most four vertices of valency k - 1. We can carry on in this way until 
we have formed a set E of m edges such that Gw is (k - l)-connected. 1 
When p and k are large, this theorem says that we can delete about $p 
edges from G. As stated in the abstract, we conjecture that the correct 
answer is about $p. This could not be proved by the present method, 
however, as Lemma 1.1 is close to best possible: see 181. 
2. EDGE-CONNECTIVITY 
We again make use of some results of Mader [4, Korollar, p. 27; 6, Satz 
41: 
LEMMA 2.1. If G is a minimal k-edge-connected graph on p vertices 
without multiple edges, then G has at least k -I- 1 vertices of valency k, and, if 
k f 1 or 3, then the number of such vertices in G is at least 
(k odd), 
(k even). 
We are able to improve on this result if 4 < k < cp (k # 5), where c -+ a 
from below as p --* CO :
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a minimal k-edge-connected graph on p vertices 
without multiple edges (k > 4, p > 5). Let d := IfiJ - 1. Then G contains at 
least 
vertices of valency k. 
Note. It is not clear to what extent this result is best possible. However, 
in order to enable us to contract edges during the proof, we shall prove the 
slight generalization in which G is allowed to have multiple edges provided 
that each such edge is incident to a vertex of valency k; and, for graphs of 
this type, the result is nearly best possible when k is large and odd, in view 
of the graphs with 4tk + 1 vertices of which tk have valency k, obtained by 
taking t copies of Kk,k+, , identifying one vertex of valency k from each of 
them, and then replacing each of the tk remaining vertices of valency k by 
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FIG. 1 
configuration (cl of Fig. 2. Moreover, the restriction k > 4 is necessary, even 
for graphs without multiple edges, as there are arbitrarily long minimal 3- 
connected graphs of the type shown in Fig. 1, with only six vertices of 
valency 3. 
Proof. If (A, B) is a partition of the vertices of any graph G = (V. E) into 
two nonempty disjoint sets A and B, then we define 
(A,B):={(a,b)EE:aEA,bEB}, 
and call (A, B) a coboundar~~ of G. (Clearly (A, B) = (B. A ).) It is clear that 
every minimal separating set of edges of G is a coboundary (A, B) such that 
A and B induce connected subgraphs of G. If (A, B) is such a coboundary, 
let G,,, be the graph obtained from G by contracting all edges in B; that is, by 
shrinking the whole of B to a single vertex b. Let G, similarly be the graph 
obtained by shrinking the whole of A to a single vertex a. 
Let G be a graph of the type we are considering; that is, one that satisfies 
(i) G is minimal k-edge-connected, and 
(ii) every set of multiple edges in G is incident to a vertex of valency k. 
If (A, B) is a separating set of k edges of G. then G:, also satisfies (i) and 
(ii). For it clearly satisfies (ii). It is k-edge-connected, since every 
coboundary of G, is a coboundary of G (corresponding to some partition 
(C. D) of V with B cr D). And it is minimal k-edge-connected. For suppose 
that there is some edge e in G, such that G,\(e) is k-edge-connected. G\(e} 
is not k-edge-connected, and so there is some coboundary (C, D) of G\(e} 
with k - 1 edges. Clearly the sets A n C, A n D, B f7 C, and B n D are all 
non-empty, since otherwise (C, D) would be a separating set of G,A\{e) or of 
G,, both of which are k-edge-connected (G, being k-edge-connected just as 
G, is). So (A f7 C, B U D) and (A n D, B U C) are coboundaries of G,,{\(e), 
and (A U C. B fl D) and (A U D, B f7 C) are coboundaries of G,, and so 
each of these sets has at least k edges. But these four sets between them 
contain every edge of (A, B) and (C, D) exactly twice. Thus 
4k < 21 k + (k - I)]. This contradiction shows that G, is minimal k-edge- 
connected, as required. Thus G,, satisfies (i) and (ii). Similarly, so does G,. 
We are now in a position to prove, by induction on the number p of 
vertices of G, that the result of the lemma holds for every graph G that 
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satisfies (i) and (ii). Let c :=d/(4d + 5). We make the convention that 
coboundaries (A, B) are always ordered so that \A I> (B /. There are three 
cases to consider. 
Case 1. G has a separating set (A, B) of k edges such that IBl> 4. Then 
/G,, ) > /G,/ > 5. (We write ) G 1 for the number of vertices in G.) We can 
deduce inductively that G, has at least c(l G, / - 2) + 2 vertices of valency k 
(including b). and G, has at least c(l G,J - 2) + 2 vertices of valency k 
(including a). Since /G, 1 + j G,( =p + 2, G has at least c(p - 2) + 2 vertices 
of valency k, as required. 
Case 2. G has a separating set (A, B) of k edges such that JB I= 2 or 3 
and B contains at least two vertices of valency k. If (A ( < 3, then (G/ = 5 or 
6 and we need only prove that G has at least three vertices of valency k; this 
follows from the fact (which it is not difficult to see) that A must contain at 
least one such vertex. If, on the other hand, IA / > 4, then /G,, j > 5, and the 
induction hypothesis tells us that G, has at least ~(1 G, / - 2) + 2 vertices of 
valency k. Thus G has at least c((G, ( - 2) + 3 > c(p - 2) + 2 vertices of 
valency k. 
Case 3. Neither of the previous two cases applies; that is. every 
separating set (A, B) of k edges is such that [B( < 3 and B has at most one 
vertex of valency k. In this case, some simple calculations (using finally the 
fact that G is minimal k-edge-connected) show that B must have one of the 
three forms shown in Fig. 2, in which the figures by vertices and edges 
denote valencies of vertices and numbers of edges. 
Since G is minimal k-edge-connected, every edge of G is in a separating 
set (A. B) of one of these three types. It follows by inspection of Fig. 2 that 
at least k/(2k + 1) of all the edges of G are incident to vertices of valency k. 
To see this, let X (Y) denote the set of all edges of G not incident (incident) 
to a vertex of valency k. We consider all the configurations of type (c) in the 
graph, and all configurations of type (b) that are not subsets of 
configurations of type (c) (which includes all those with r # {(k - 1)). For 
the ith configuration listed, let Xi denote the set of edges in the configuration 
(including any in the separating set) that are in X, and let Yi denote the set 
of edges not in the separating set that are incident to the unique vertex of 
valency k in the configuration. Then the sets Yi are disjoint (from each other, 
and from all the sets Xi), and the sets Xi cover X. Moreover, k IX,1 < 
(k + I) ) Yi / for each i. Thus 
and ) Y/ > lk/(2k + 1)1(/X1 + ) Yl), as required. 
58?b,30'3 2 
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If the number of vertices of valency k is pk, this gives us 
kp, Z &x ; lb+ + (k + l)b~ -~dl. 
whence 
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Thus pk > b(p t l), and so 
ifp>4d+7. 
p > d(P - 2) + 2 
k’ 4d+5 
It remains to prove the result when 5 <p < 4d + 6, which we do in three 
steps. 
Step 1. Since each of the p -pk vertices of valency > k + 1 is joined to 
at least (k + 1) - (p -pk - 1) vertices of valency k, counting edges gives 
Pkk~(p-Pk)[(k+l)-(p-Pk-l)l, 
or (rearranging) 
k< (P-Pk)(P-Pk-2)=p-1 + d-p 
\ 
P-2Pk P-2Pk 
(provided that p - 2p, > 0). It follows that, if p is of the form p = 2e + 3 
(1 <e<d), thenp,>e+2, since otherwisep,<e+ l,p-2p,> 1, and 
(e+ l)‘-(2e+3) 
k G (2e + 3) - I + c2e + 3j _ 2te + 1) =e2+2e<d2f2d, 
whereas in fact k > (d + I)‘, by the definition of d. 
Step 2. We now prove, by induction on p, that if p > 2e + 3 for any e 
(1 < e < d), then (subject to the hypotheses of case 3) pk > e + 2. We have 
just proved this if p = 2e + 3; so suppose that p > 2e + 4. There are two 
possibilities to consider. One is that G contains configuration (b) or (c) of 
Fig. 2, in which case replacing it by configuration (a) or (b) respectively 
yields a graph satisfying (i) and (ii), with p - 1 vertices, and withp, vertices 
of valency k. In this case, it follows from the induction hypothesis that 
pk > e + 2. The other possibility is that every edge of G is incident to a 
vertex of valency k, in which case (counting edges) kp, > (k + 1 )(p -pk) 
and 
Pk > $$-p>+p>e+l. 
Step 3. If 2d + 3 <p < 4d + 7, then we have just seen that 
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Andif5<~<22d+2,thenp=2e+3or2e+4forsomee(l<e<~-l). 
whence 
db - 21 
P*~e+Z~~(p-4)+2~~(p-2)+2i 4d+5 +2. 
This completes the discussion of case 3, and with it the proof of Lemma 
2.2. I 
As in the case of connectivity, we can immediately deduce a result of the 
type we want: 
THEOREM 2. If G is a k-edge-connected graph on p vertices without 




then G contains a set E of m edges such that G\E is (k - 1 )-edge-connected. 
Proof. This result follows from the lemmas in exactly the same way as 
Theorem 1. 1 
When p and k are large, this theorem says that we can delete about $p 
edges from G. As stated in the abstract, we conjecture that the correct 
answer is about 4~. 
3. MINIMUM VALENCY 
We shall need the following “defect” form of Tutte’s f-factor theorem, 
which appears to have been proved first by Gallai 12 1 (but see the discussion 
in the Appendix). We write p(v) for the valency of the vertex 1’. 
LEMMA 3.1. if G = (V, E) is a graph to each vertex L’ of which there is 
assigned a non-negative integer f(c). then the largest number of edges of G 
in a subgraph in which each vertex v has valenq at most f (v) is 
4 \’ f(v) - 4 max Q&4, B), =- 
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where the maximum is taken over all pairs (A, B) of disjoint sets of vertices 
of G. 
Q&l, B) := qo(A, B) - x f(v) + x:(v) - \‘ &~\4(v)r 
CEA Z‘EB L’EB 
qc(A. B) denotes the number of components C of G\(A U B) such that the 
number of edges joining them to B has different parity from 
and pG,~.4 denotes valency in G\A. 
Before proving the theorem we want, on the minimum valency, it is 
convenient to prove a result that mixes the concepts of minimum valency 
and edge-connectivity. 
LEMMA 3.2. If G = (V, E) is a k-edge-connected graph (k > 2) with p 
vertices and q edges, then the number of edges of G that we can delete 
wYthout reducing the minimum valency below k - 1 is at least 
Idkl (9 ,< kp), 
I@- l>q/k-(k-2)pl (q 2 b), 
unless every vertex of G has valency k and p is odd and k even, when we can 
remove /jp J edges. 
Proof: We apply Lemma 3.1 with f(v) :=p(v) - (k - 1) for each vertex 
LT. Let us write a := /A / and 
and similarly for B, and let 
so that, from the definition of Qc(A, B), 
Q&f, B) = q&f, B) + GE - pA) + (k - 1 )(a - b) - ph. (2) 
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If A U B # 0 (and A n B = la), then, using the k-edge-connectivity of G, and 
counting in two ways the number N of edges joining A U B to q(A U B), 
we see directly that 
h&4 B) < N < Pa - PB + ~PL, (3) 
since the number of edges joining A to B is exactly pB - p;. It follows from 
(2) and (3) that 
Q&B)< (k- l)@B-/‘A)/k + W- l)(a-b) 
<(k-l) c &)/k-(k- I)lvl 
L’ E v  
since p(v) > k for each ZJ, 
=2(k- l)q/k-(k- 1)~. (4) 
It is also clear that 0 <p, -pB + pi. Adding (k - 2) times this to (3) gives 
kg&, B) < (k - 1 I@., - PA) + k/4, 
so that 
since pA > ka, 
Q&h B) < @B - PaYk + (k - 1 )(a - b) 
< @.,, + p,)lk + (k - 3)(d + 6) 
< x du)lk + (k - 3) I VI 
PEV 
since p(u) > k for each L’, 
=2q/k+(k-3)p. (5) 
Suppose that max Q&l, B) is attained when A U B # 0. Then Lemma 3.1 
and (4) show that the number of edges of G that we can delete without 
reducing the minimum valency below k - 1 is at least 
4 &, (p(u)-(k- l)l-+[2(k- l)q/k-(k- l)pJ=q/k, 
and Lemma 3.1 and (5) show that the number is at least 
j (Gv [p(v)-(k- l)j-;[2q/k+(k-3)pJ=(k- 1)4/k-(k-2)p. 
Thus the result holds in this case. 
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Suppose, on the other hand, that max Q&4, B) is attained when A = 
B = 0. Since G is connected and the sum of its valencies is even, 
Q&, 0) = 1 if ~(k - 1) is odd and 0 otherwise. Thus the number of edges 




if ~(k - 1) is odd, 
0 if ~(k - 1) is even. 
Since q > fpk, this number is at least q/k except when p(k - 1) is odd and 
p(u) = 6 for each vertex U, when it is equal to q/k--f = f(p - 1) = /ipI. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. ! 
THEOREM 3. If G is a graph on p vertices, without loops or multiple 
edges, with q edges and with minimum valency at least k (>2), then the 
number of edges of G that we can delete without reducing the minimum 
Llalency below k - 1 is at least 
/q/k -p/W + 111 (4 ,< kp), 
I&- l)q/k-(k-2)p-p/2@+ 111 (4 > @I. 
Proof: This follows easily from the proof of Lemma 3.2. If max Qc(.4, B) 
occurs when A U B # 0, then the number of components of G\(A U B) that 
are joined to A U B by at least k edges satisfies the inequalities given for 
q&l, B) in the proof of Lemma 3.2. The number of other components of 
G\(A U B) is at most p/(k + l), since each of these other components has at 
least k + 1 vertices. Thus the result holds in this case. If, on the other hand, 
max Q&l, B) occurs when A = B = 0, then the number of edges we can 
delete is at least 
q-jp(k- I)-$>q-+p(k- I)-p/2(k+ l)>q/k-p/2(k+ 1). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. m 
Since q > fkp, this theorem says that we can delete at least 
$p -p/2(k + 1) edges from G, which is nearly ip when k is large; this is 
clearly of the right (best possible) order of magnitude. If G has multiple 
edges (but no loops), a straightforward modification of the above argument 
yields a result with $p in place of p/2(k + l), and if there are loops we 
obtain ip in place of p/2(k + 1); but these may not be best possible. 
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4. APPENDIX: AN OUTLINE PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1, AND A COROLLARY 
Lemma 3.1 has been proved by Gallai [ 21 and Lovbz 13 ], but both of 
their proofs are long. The result can be obtained more quickly by mimicking 
Tutte’s proof [ 1 1 ] of the f-factor theorem, using Berge’s defect form ] 1 ] of 
Tutte’s l-factor theorem instead of Tutte’s l-factor theorem itself. However, 
it is quicker still to deduce the result from thef-factor theorem, as we now 
indicate. 
Let us write def(G,f) := max Q&4, B), and call it the f-dejkiency of G. 
The result is proved by induction on def(G,f). Clearly Q,(D, 0) > 0. SO 
def(G,f) > 0. 
Tutte [ 111 proves that G has anffactor (that is, a subgraph in which each 
vertex has valency exactly f(u)) if and only if Q&4, B) 6 0 for each A and 
B. (Note that this condition implies thatf(u) <p(u) for each vertex c, taking 
A = 0 and B = iv).) So the result holds if def(G,f) = 0. 
Suppose now that def(G.f) > 1. Let H := G + (~1. where w is a new 
vertex such that f(w) :=l (“+” denoting “join”: that is, w is joined to every 
vertex of G). By Tutte’s theorem, G does not have an f-factor, and so the 
largest number of edges in a subgraph of the required type in H is clearly 
one more than in G. Thus the result will follow if we can prove that 
def(H,f) = def(G,f) - 1. This involves looking at QH(A U (MI}, B). 
Q,(A,BU Iwl)q and QH(A, B), for each pair of subsets A and B of V. The 
details are left to the reader. 
The result can be formulated in a slightly different way. If H is a subgraph 
of G, let us define the f-deviation of H to be 
dev(.L H) := \‘ If(v) - pN(v)I. 
PE b 
Then Lemma 3.1 states that the minimum of the f-deviations of all the 
subgraphs H of G is equal to thef-deficiency of G. To be precise, Lemma 3.1 
considered only those subgraphs H such that P&V) <f(v) for each vertex ~1; 
but we get the same minimum in the general case since, if H is a subgraph 
for which dev(f, H) attains its minimum and there are vertices v in H such 
that p,(v) >f(v), then we can clearly remove edges from H, incident to such 
vertices, without reducing thef-deviation, so as to form a new graph H’ with 
dev(J H’) ,< dev(J; H) and p,,(u) <<f(v) for each vertex u. (In an exactly 
similar way, we see that we get the same minimum if we consider only those 
subgraphs H of G such that p,(v) >f(v) for each vertex v.) 
The definition of f-deficiency involves the slightly unpleasant term 
q&A, B), which is often difficult to evaluate. In applications, it may be 
enough to know that q&A, B) <p for each A and B. Applying this obser- 
vation to the statement of Lemma 3.1 yields immediately the following 
corollary. 
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COROLLARY 3.1.1. Let G = (V, E) be a graph to each vertex v of which 
there is assigned a non-negative integer f (v). Suppose that, for some integer 
s and every subset A of V, we have 
X mNAf (v> -Pact) G Z f(v) + se 
I‘ E b’L4 (‘E.4 
Then the largest number of edges of G in a subgraph in which each vertex ~1 
has valency at most f (v) is at least 
t s). 
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